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1 Introduction
The i.MX RT1170 crossover processor is setting speed records at 1 GHz.
This ground-breaking family combines superior computing power and multiple
media capabilities with more usability and real-time functionality. The dual-core
i.MX RT1170 runs on the Arm® Cortex®-M7 core at 1 GHz and Arm Cortex-M4
at 400 MHz, while providing best-in-class security. The i.MX RT1170 MCU
offers support over a wide temperature range and is qualified for consumer,
industrial, and automotive markets.
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6
The RT1170 series is divided into two parts: single-core and dual-core. For
details on the dual-core part and the most common settings, see AN13104.
This application note outline steps to enter the STBY mode on a single core RT1170 and simulate a single-core state on
RT1170 EVK.
NOTE
The steps to enter the STBY mode on a single core RT1170 and simulate a single-core state on RT1170 EVK are
two different operations.

The hardware is MIMXRT1170 EVK RevC1 (referred as EVK) and the software is based on SDK 2.9.0 with IAR IDE. The SDK
demo has different projects for single-core and dual-core. The SDK demo also supports flash target and ram target.

2 Overview
#unique_3 shows that the basic principle of entering STBY is that both CPUs enter low-power mode and issue STBY
requirements. The first principle is the CPU entering a low-power mode. The low-power mode here means CPU’s status: . It can
be WAIT, STOP, or SUSPEND mode. Each CPU can be in any state except run mode.
Such as:
• CM7 WAIT, CM4 STOP
• CM7 STOP, CM4 STOP
• CM7 SUSPNED, CM4 WAIT
• CM7 SUSPEND, CM4 SUSPEND
The second principle is that both CPUs have sent the STBY request. If any CPU did not send it, the system cannot enter the
STBY mode.
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Figure 1. STBY principles for dual-core silicon
For single core silicon, CM4 cannot send this request signal. Therefore, some commands are a must to force the system enter
the STBY mode.
For a single core silicon, the basic principle is CM7 enter a low-power mode and sent the stby_request signal. The low-power mode
here can be WAIT, STOP, or SUSPEND mode.
The basic flow is:

Figure 2. STBY principle for single state silicon

3 Steps to enter the STBY mode on single-core RT1170
To enter the STBY mode, both the cores send the stby_request. However, in a single-core silicon, such as RT1172 and RT1176,
CM4 cannot send it. Therefore, the Force_STBY function is used. The Force_STBY function forces CM4 requesting the STBY
mode. Once the M7 enters the low-power mode and sends an stby_request, the whole chip enters the STBY mode.

GPC_STBY_CTRL->STBY_MISC |= GPC_STBY_CTRL_STBY_MISC_FORCE_CPU1_STBY_MASK;

4 Steps to simulate single-core state on RT1170 EVK
EVK is based on RT1176 silicon, which is a dual-core silicon. Customer can simulate it as a single-core state after some settings.
NOTE
Simulation as a single-core state after some settings is only for early evaluation.

The basic method is CM4 entering suspend mode and sending the STBY request.
1. After system boot, CM7 configures some registers.
2. Write PGMC CM4 CPC register as CPU mode with power-off at SUSPEND.
3. Write GPC1 IRQ mask registers as 0xFFFFFFFF so that no interrupt can wake it up.
4. Write GPC1 NON IRQ mask register as 0x3 to avoid a pending interrupt from debugger stop entering low-power mode.
5. Write GPC1 control register to request SUSPEND mode and SBTY mode.
6. CM7 releases CM4 by SRC_SCR register. The silicon is now in the dual-core state.
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7. CM4 runs one instruction: assert WFI to trigger GPC1 low-power sequence to let itself from entering SUSPEND mode
and send the STBY request.
8. When CM4 is in SUSPEND mode, CM7 writes some registers to lock CM4 by software.
9. Write GPC1 AUTHEN register to lock CM1 register access.
10. Write CM4 CCGR slice in CCM to gate off CM4 clock.
11. Write CM4 CCGR AUTHEN register ‘allow_list’ and ‘lock’ fields meaning no CPU can access CM4 CCGR register.
again. Thus CM7 software cannot turn on CM4 clock again.
12. Write PGMC CM4 CPC AUTHEN register to lock any access so that software cannot turn on CM4 power again.
The attachment of this application note is provided with detailed code for reference. The basic method is to let CM4 enter suspend
mode and send STBY request. Based on this, mask all the wake-up sources in GPC CM1 and then lock the access rights of these
registers: any CPU cannot access and modify. CM4 then enters the suspend mode and there is no wake-up source to wake it up
and any CPU does not have the access right to change these settings.
The following API is able to complete above configuration.

void Powerdown_CM4(void);
For details, see the attachment with this application note.

5 Differences between a single-core silicon and simulated single-core on
RT1176
There are some differences between a single-core silicon and a simulated single-core on RT1176. The first one is RDC. The
single-core silicon cannot use RDC to assign a peripheral to a domain. If CM7 wants to access the RDC, a fault occurs. However, a
simulated single-core on RT1176 can use RDC. For single-core silicon, all the peripherals are assigned to M7 domain. As a result,
only 1 stop request from M7 domain is required during the handshake and only need to check the stop_ack from M7 domain. For
details on the handshake, see AN13104, Chapter 4.5.
Table 1. Differences between a single-core silicon and a simulated single-core on RT1176
Single Core

Simulated single core on RT1176

STBY Method

Force_STBY

CM4 enters Suspend STBY

RDC

Not support

Support

Handshake

Only CM7 sends stop_req and checks
the stop_ack

See AN13104, Chapter 4.5

6 Steps to create a single-core project on SDK
The MIMXRT1170 EVK supports single-core program executions. This section lists the steps to set up a single-core project by
using different IDEs (IAR, Keil, and Arm GCC).

6.1 Run a demo using IAR
The following steps illustrate the power_mode_switch demo from SDK 2.9.0.
1. The location of the desired demo is:
<install_dir>\boards\evkmimxrt1170\demo_apps\power_mode_switch\bm\core0\iar\
power_mode_switch_bm_core0.eww

2. Import the demo into the IAR IDE.
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Figure 3. Open the demo in IAR
3. Debug the default build target as shown in Figure 4

Figure 4. Build target
4. Select Project > Edit Configuration.

Figure 5. Edit configurations
5. Add a build target.
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a. Click the New button.
b. Name it as single_core.
c. Click OK.

Figure 6. Add a build target
6. Enter the project option and configure the following settings.

Figure 7. Project options
a. Add the macro ‘SINGLE_CORE_M7’ in the Preprocessor of C/C++ Compiler category.
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Figure 8. Add macro to preprocessor
b. Delete all the information in the linker input as shown in Figure 9

Figure 9. Clear input
c. In the Debugger category, disable the multicore.
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Figure 10. Disabled multicore
7. Debug and run the code.
8. On successful debug, the terminal window prompts the following message.

Figure 11. Terminal output

6.2 Run a demo using Keil® MDK/μVision
1. Open the power_mode_switch project by using Keil. The project location is:
<install_dir>\boards\evkmimxrt1170\demo_apps\power_mode_switch\bm\core0\mdk\power_mode_switch_bm_
core0.uvmpw
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Figure 12. Open the demo
2. Change the target to flexsip_nor_debug.

Figure 13. Change the target
3. Open the options for the target.

Figure 14. Open options
4. In C/C++ section, add ‘SINGLE_CORE_M7’ to the Define field.
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Figure 15. Add macro define
5. Open the options for the file fsl_incbin.S under utilities.

Figure 16. Open options for fsl_incbin.S
6. Deselect the Include in Target Build checkbox.
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Figure 17. Disabled include in Target Build
7. Debug and run the project.

Figure 18. Terminal output

6.3 Run a demo using Arm® GCC
This section shows how to run a demo in a single-core mode by using GCC IDE.
NOTE
Ensure that CMake and Segger J-Link are installed.

1. Open the cmakelist.txt in the project directory.
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Figure 19. Open CMakeLists.txt
2. Delete or comments the following three parts of the code need.
a. The code that include core1.

Figure 20. Delete or comment line 54 through line 60
b. The path that include incbin.

Figure 21. Delete or comment line 64
c. The include for incbin.
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Figure 22. Delete or comment line 91
3. Open the file flags.cmake.

Figure 23. Open flags.cmake
4. Add macro ‘SINGLE_CORE_M7’ to the target build.
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Figure 24. Add macro to the target build
5. Save changes, double-click on build_debug.bat to build the target.
6. If successful, there are two new folders appear in the project. The folders are: CmakeFiles, and debug.

Figure 25. Demo build successful
7. Open the J-Link GDB server application and connect to the device.
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Figure 26. Segger J-link GDB server after successful connection
8. Open the GCC ARM Embedded tool chain command window.
9. To launch the window, from the Windows operating system select, Start menu > GNU Tools ARM Embedded <version>
> GCC Command Prompt.

Figure 27. Open gcc command prompt
10. Run the arm-none-eabi-gdb.exe <application_name>.elf. The .elf file appears in the debug folder. For this example, it
is arm-none-eabi-gdb.exe power_mode_switch_bm_core0.elf.
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Figure 28. Run arm-none-eabi-gdb
11. Run the following commands:
a. Target remote localhost: 2331
b. Monitor reset
c. Monitor halt
d. Load

Figure 29. Run the debug commands
12. Run the command monitor go to start the demo and the result appears on the terminal window.
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Figure 30. Terminal output
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